As a key module for self-driving cars and advanced driver assistant systems (ADAS), frequency modulation continuous wave (FMCW) automotive millimeter-wave (mmwave) radar has a good market prospect. Due to the relative motion of target and radar in the detection window, the motional frequency spread is inevitable especially for wide-band FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems with large bandwidth and possible high-speed motion. In this paper, for wide-band FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems, we first derive analytical expressions of the motional frequency interference term and phase interference term in the intermediate frequency (IF) signal. Then, the effect of frequency spread is comprehensively analyzed with the help of numerical results. Motivated by the mechanism and influence of frequency spread, we propose three schemes for motional frequency spread calibration with different performance-complexity tradeoff. Finally, simulations verify that the proposed schemes can effectively compensate the degradation of system resolution and parameter estimation accuracy due to frequency spread.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automotive millimeter-wave (mmwave) radars were first deployed several decades ago, and the fist-stage development was mainly limited by electronic components. With the advancement of integrated circuits, artificial intelligence and self-driving, the research on automotive mmwave radars including circuit implementation, market analysis and signal processing have become active in recent years [1] - [4] . The evolution of automotive mmwave radars from their inception to the present was introduced in [5] .
Mmwave radars have excellent range resolution, high range accuracy, and good sensibility to the velocity of targets. Under almost all weather conditions, mmwave radars can guarantee a certain level of performance [6] . Simultaneously, with highly integrated and inexpensive mmwave circuits implemented in silicon, mmwave radars are perfectly adapted The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiaoguang Leo Liu . to the limitations and requirements of small size, low power and low cost on the sensors in the self-driving systems [7] . Therefore, mmwave radars have significant advantages and irreplaceable functions compared to other sensors, e.g., laser radar, ultrasonic radar and camera, in the fields of self-driving and advanced driver assistant systems (ADAS).
The waveforms of the automotive mmwave radar include continuous wave (CW), pulse continuous wave, frequency modulation continuous wave (FMCW) and stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW). Each waveform has its own applicable situation due to its specific performance metrics including range and velocity resolution. The various waveforms of automotive mmwave radar for signal processing and their performance have been summarized in [8] . FMCW, also known as linear frequency modulation continuous wave (LFMCW), is widely used in automotive industry due to its simplicity in the signal generation and processing. In FMCW radars, targets are separated via using the frequency difference between the transmitted and received VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ signals. Meanwhile, high velocity resolution and range resolution can be achievable which are inversely proportional to the sweep interval and bandwidth [9] . In particular, multiple FMCW fast chirps are used to detect multiple targets via exploiting frequency difference in range dimension and the Doppler frequency measured from phase difference of consecutive chirps [8] , [10] , [11] . Besides, FMCW's ability to discriminate moving objects and stationary clutter can be utilized to solve the problem of moving target classification and recognition in ADAS with the help of machine learning or neural networks [12] , [13] .
In automotive FMCW radars, the transmitter emits signal continuously. Since the signal duration occupies the whole detection time, the radar range of one target is generally no longer stationary. Specifically, the range migration is not only related to the Doppler-dimension time (slow sampling time) but also associated with the range-dimension time (fast sampling time) [14] . Therefore, the FMCW intermediate frequency (IF) signal has a frequency shift resulted from the relative motion between radar and target. This then causes the frequency spread and affects the overall system performance. For synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems, the effect of motional frequency spread has been widely studied [15] - [17] where many calibration algorithms was proposed to solve the range migration problem due to the long accumulation time. For FMCW-SAR systems, via utilizing the characteristics that the SAR radar has constant velocity, a calibration algorithm was proposed to compensate the frequency shift both in range time and azimuth Doppler domain [14] .
For FMCW automotive mmwave radars, the motional frequency spread phenomenon are generally ignored in the signal processing procedure. The performance degradation can be acceptable in the narrow-band and low-velocity scenario. However, in the scenario with wide bandwidth and high velocity, the motional frequency spread can be very harmful. Compared to SAR radar systems, the application scenario and signal processing procedure of FMCW automotive mmwave radars are both significantly different, and the radar velocity is generally timely variable. Therefore, the algorithm proposed in [14] for FMCW-SAR radars cannot be directly applicable.
In this paper, to design solutions for the motional frequency spread problem in wide-band FMCW automotive mmwave radars, we first model the IF signal and derive the analytical expressions of Doppler frequency interference term and the motion phase interference term caused by frequency spread. Based on these derivations, several effects of frequency spread, i.e., the degradation of range/velocity/angle estimation accuracy and range/velocity resolution, are comprehensively discussed with the help of numerical results. Motivated by the above analysis, we then propose three motional frequency spread calibration schemes with different performance and complexity tradeoff, which are inverse discrete Fourier transformation frequency calibration (IDFT-FC) scheme, spectrum cell rearrangement (SCR) scheme, and simple frequency correction (SFC) scheme. Finally, we construct a simulation platform for ADAS automotive mmwave radar systems based on practical system parameters. Simulations and complexity analysis show that the proposed IDFT-FC and SCR scheme can significantly improve the estimation accuracy of range/velocity/angle and the range/velocity resolution compared to the traditional scheme with no frequency spread calibration. Although the IDFT-DC scheme has better calibration performance, the SCR scheme provides a flexible tradeoff between performance and implementation cost. The SFC scheme can only improve the estimation accuracy of range and velocity but with nearly the same complexity as that of traditional schemes, i.e, its implementation cost is much lower than other proposed schemes.
To better clarify the novelty of our proposed schemes for wide-band automotive mm-wave radar, differences compared to the traditional compensation scheme in SAR are elaborated in the following from two aspects. With respect to the design purpose, the motion compensation scheme in SAR is to eliminate the effect of the Doppler frequency on the range/DOA estimation for improving the imaging quality [15] , [16] . Instead of improving the imaging quality, the motion calibration in automotive mm-wave radar is mainly to improve the parameter estimation performance of interested targets with the effect of Doppler frequency spread on velocity estimation eliminated as well. With respect to the design mechanism, the SAR can utilize different but known relative velocity (between the target and the radar) in different relative orientations to compensate the motion in range-azimuth domain [14] . However, in automotive mm-wave radar, the corresponding calibration scheme should be designed in range-Doppler domain via exploiting the inner characteristics of the FMCW signal. The involved frequency spread mathematical form and compensation mechanism are then largely different from those in conventional SAR.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the echo signal model of the FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems. Section III provides analytical expressions of the Doppler frequency interference term and the motion phase interference term and shows the frequency spread phenomenon of the considered systems due to the relative motion between radar and target. In section IV, three calibration schemes are proposed for the problem of motional frequency spread. Section V shows simulations and conclusions are provided in Section VI. Fig. 1 shows the transmitted signal and echo of the FMCW radar. The amplitude of the transmitted signal is constant while its frequency varies linearly in each sweeping period. Consider the radar transmit signal of the m th sweeping period where t, T and f 0 are the signal time, the sweep interval and the center frequency, respectively. B is the sweeping bandwidth and µ = B/T is the frequency modulation rate.
II. FMCW SIGNAL MODEL
Using T as the interval, the signal can be denoted as a two-dimensional matrix with respect to range and velocity:
wheret = t − mT and t s = mT are the signal time in the range and Doppler dimension, respectively. Consider a target with a radial range r and a velocity v 1 when t = 0. Assuming that the target maintains an uniform linear motion relative to radar during the whole detection time, i.e., a coherent processing interval (CPI), 2 the echo delay caused by the radial range between the target and the radar is
where c is the propagation speed of electromagnetic waves in free space. And the echo signal can be rewritten as:
By multiplying the echo signal with the conjugation of the transmitted signal, we have the IF signal as:
Substituting (3) into (5), we have
The 1st exponential in (6) is the range frequency term which determines the target range. This term is influenced by the target velocity as well. The 2nd exponential in (6) is the Doppler frequency term, which is uniquely determined by the target velocity. The 3rd exponential in (6) is the motional frequency shift term which is caused by the relative motion between radar and target during the whole detection time. This term couples the time of range and Doppler dimension, which effects both range and Doppler frequency in FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems. This effect can be ignored for small µ and v. The 4th exponential in (6) is a high-order term of c, which has almost no influence on signal frequency and can also be ignored. The 5th exponential is a constant phase term with no effect on frequency. Traditional FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems generally have narrow bandwidth and short detection time. Thus, the last three exponentials in (6) can be ignored. Therefore, the IF signal can be approximated as:
Via using the two-dimension fast Fourier transformation (2D-FFT) processing for the signal in (7), we can obtain the range frequency and the Doppler frequency as
and
respectively. The target range and velocity can be estimated from (8) and (9).
III. FREQUENCY SPREAD WITH WIDE-BAND FMCW
Self-driving in short-range scenarios requires a high range resolution for sensors. In FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems, the range resolution is uniquely determined and inversely proportional to the sweep bandwidth which is generally more than 1GHz [18] . Simultaneously, the radial velocity is more than 60m/s in large probability. Therefore, the 3rd exponential in (6) affects the range frequency and Doppler frequency due to the wide bandwidth for short range scenarios.
Recall that the 4th exponential in (6) is a high-order term of c which has a quite low influence on signal frequency in wide-band FMCW systems, and the 5th exponential in (6) is a constant phase term. Therefore, ignoring the 4th and 5th exponential in (6) , the IF signal of wide-band FMCW can be approximated as:
Via a Fourier transform in the Doppler time dimension, the signal in (10) becomes a narrow pulse with a sinc shape in the Doppler frequency dimension. The position of the pulse peak is
And the phase of this pulse is
It can be seen from (11) that the 2nd frequency term −2µvt/c is the Doppler frequency interference term, which is related to the range-dimension time. Therefore, the positions of the pulses in Doppler frequency dimension are distinct at different range-dimension times. Meanwhile, from (12), it can be seen that the 2nd phase term −4πµvt 2 /c is a motion phase interference term, which is a quadratic term of the range-dimension time. This will affect the result of the Fourier transform in range dimension. Meanwhile, the peak position in range frequency dimension may shift beyond one or even more spectrum cells caused by the 3rd exponential in (6) due to the high range resolution, especially when the radial velocity of the target is high. For better clarification, Fig. 2 shows the one-dimension fast Fourier transformation (1D-FFT) results of wide-band FMCW IF signal in (6) . Related system parameters are referred to Table 2 of Section V, and the SNR of echo signal is 10dB. It can be seen from Fig. 2 (a) and 2(c) that when the relative velocity of target and radar is zero, the spectrum peaks are concentrated in the same location of range or Doppler dimension. This results from that the 3rd exponential in (6) equals to one and has no influence on frequency. However, in the high-velocity case (v = 40m/s), whether the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) processing is performed in range dimension or Doppler dimension first, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) and 2(d), the location of spectrum peak in one dimension varies linearly along the other dimension since the effect of 3rd exponential in (6), i.e., the coupling term of range and Doppler dimension time, cannot be ignored. This variance will result in the frequency spreading as shown in the following. It can be seen that in the high-velocity (v = 60m/s) case, the spectral main lobe spreads severely and the value of peak energy is lower than that of the low-velocity (v = 10m/s) case. This frequency spreading results in many problems such as effective SNR loss and increasing of closely targets' mutual interference. To be more specific, Fig. 4 shows the results of FFT processing in range dimension for two closely located targets' wide-band FMCW IF signals where the radial range between targets and radar are 10m and 10.3m respectively and the rest parameters of these two targets are the same. The red dotted line in Fig. 4 (b) denotes one certain range dimension spectrum cell which contains two targets' frequency signals due to the frequency spreading in the high velocity case (v = 60m/s). Thus these two closely located targets' mutual interference tends to increase and the system range/velocity resolution degrades. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the mutual interference is negligible in the stationary case.
Traditional FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems estimate the target range and velocity parameters directly using (8) and (9), according to the peaks' positions of the spectrum obtained from 2D-FFT processing. However, in the wide-band and/or high-velocity condition, the Doppler frequency interference term in (11) affects the Doppler frequency, so that the positions of spectrum peaks are distinct at different range-dimension times. Therefore, the echo energy is distributed on multiple spectrum cells in the Doppler frequency dimension. This results in the SNR loss, the increasing of closely spectrum cells' mutual interference and parameters estimation deviation. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the Doppler frequency shift in (11) and compensate the motion phase in (12) to eliminate the motional frequency spread problem in wide-band FMCW systems.
IV. CALIBRATION OF MOTIONAL FREQUENCY SPREAD
A. PHASE COMPENSATION As described above, in wide-band FMCW systems, the motional frequency spread resulted from the relative target motion during the whole detection time causes the SNR loss, the increasing of closely located targets' mutual interference and parameters estimation deviation, and the degradation of range/velocity resolution. Therefore, it is necessary to correct and compensate the Doppler frequency interference term in (11) and the motion phase interference term in (12) to solve these problems.
It can be seen from (11) that different positions in Doppler frequency and range time dimension corresponds to different velocity values after performing FFT processing for the Doppler time dimension. Due to the property of frequency overlapping, the functional relationship is
where N s is the FFT points in Doppler-frequency dimension. According to (12) and (13), for different positions in range time and Doppler frequency dimension, the phase compensation function is calculated as follow:
Compensating the phase of FFT result in the Dopplerfrequency dimension via multiplying the spectrum signal of different cells by (11) , one can eliminate the influence of the relative motion between target and radar on the range-dimension Fourier transform. For the Doppler frequency interference term in (11), two correction schemes are proposed in the next two subsections, i.e., the IDFT-FC scheme and the SCR scheme
B. IDFT-FC SCHEME
To make the Doppler frequency be only related to the target velocity rather than the range-dimension time. The same position of Doppler-dimension spectrum cell at different range-dimension times should corresponds to the same velocity. This needs the elimination of the influence of Doppler frequency interference term in (11) , while keeping only the first Doppler frequency term. Therefore, we propose the IDFT-FC scheme with its detailed steps given in Algorithm 1. Denote the FFT results of IF signal in the Doppler dimension as Y ∈ C N q ×N s where N s is the number of FFT points (including the filled zero points) and N q is the sampling points of range dimension. After compensating the motion phase, the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) rotation factors are calculated according to the expected Doppler-dimension frequency corresponding to different positions of Doppler frequency and range time dimension. It can be derived from (11) that the expected Doppler frequency is
And the IDFT rotation factor is 
% the first multiplication is to compensate the phase interference in (12) and the second multiplication is to calibrate the frequency interference in (11) 5: end for 6: end for 7: For the IF time-domain signalY , perform the 2D-FFT processing and the subsequent FMCW automotive mmwave radar system signal processing.
where M is the number of sweep, i.e., the Doppler-dimension sampling points. Then, after performing the IDFT processing according to the IDFT rotation factor in (16), the two-dimension time-domain IF signalY ∈ C N q ×M with no influence of Doppler-frequency interference term can be obtained. Based onY , subsequent processing is the same as that of traditional scheme in FMCW automotive mmwave radar.
The IDFT-FC scheme can obtain an accurate twodimension time-domain IF signal without the influence of motional frequency spread. This is because the IDFT can directly change the form of signal frequency by calculating the IDFT rotation factor corresponding to the expected Doppler frequency of each spectrum cell and then performing IDFT processing on it. This scheme achieves the optimal system performance if the effects of system resolution and noise can be ignored. However, since the rotation factor frequency interval is not constant, the butterfly structure of IFFT can no longer be used to accelerate the processing. Thus, this scheme requires a relative large amount of computational complexity.
C. SCR SCHEME Motivated by the above mentioned computational complexity problem of IDFT-FC, a low-complexity frequency calibration scheme, i.e., the SCR scheme, is proposed in this subsection. For the Doppler dimension FFT result of IF signal, this SCR scheme is to rearrange the positions of spectrum cells according to the corresponding velocity values. The object of rearrangement is to ensure that after the motion phase compensation, the same positions of Doppler-dimension spectrum cells for different range time dimension samples corresponds the same velocity. This is because the rearrangement of the cellsAlo also changes the component of different frequencies in the IF signal. Compared with the IDFT-FC scheme, this scheme requires less computation and can directly perform the FFT processing on the rearranged result in the range time dimension without IDFT processing. 9 are to calibrate the frequency interference in (11) and the multiplication in Step 9 is to compensate the phase interference in (12) 10: end for 11: end for 12: For rearrangement and phase compensation basedȲ , perform FFT processing in range time dimension directly and the subsequent FMCW automotive mmwave radar system signal processing.
The detailed steps of the proposed SCR scheme is given in Algorithm 2. For the IF signal of each receiving antenna, we perform N s -point FFT processing in the Doppler-time dimension with zero-padding processing. Then, the velocity resolution is calculated according to the system parameters as the new coordinates of Doppler frequency dimension. For each cell in range time and new Doppler frequency dimension, the unit with the closest velocity value among the different positions of original Doppler frequency dimension with the same range time is found and filled in with the phase compensation. Finally, for the result after rearrangement and phase compensation (denoted asȲ ∈ C N q ×M ), FFT processing in range time dimension can be performed directly along with the same following signal processing as that in the traditional scheme. For the Doppler frequency domain signal, the SCR scheme performs position rearrangement to ensure that the spectrum cells with the same velocity value have the same positions at different range-dimension times, thus reducing the influence of Doppler frequency interference term. The SCR scheme requires no additional IDFT processing and the FFT processing can be directly performed for the rearranged results in the range time dimension. Compared with the IDFT-FC scheme, the SCR scheme has lower computation complexity, while the performance is dependent on the FFT spectrum interval size of Doppler dimension. In other words, the SCR scheme can achieve the same performance as the IDFT-FC scheme when enough zero-padding points are available in the Doppler dimension.
Although the SCR scheme has relative small computational complexity than the IDFT-FC scheme, the involved computation and storage may still be unaffordable for some low-cost systems. In the following subsection, the SFC scheme with quite low implementation complexity is proposed which requires almost no additional storage and negligible computation complexity increment compared with conventional signal processing procedure with no motion calibration.
D. SFC SCHEME
To simplify the engineering implementation, we propose an approximate correction scheme for the functional relationship between range/velocity frequency and range/velocity value in the parameter estimation module of the wide-band FMCW systems.
Via Fourier analysis for the range dimension of the system IF signal in (10) , if the quadratic term of the range dimension signal time is ignored, the signal becomes a narrow pulse with a sinc shape in the range-frequency dimension with the pulse position being
It can be seen from (17) that the pulse in range frequency dimension has distinct positions at different Doppler-dimension times. Therefore, we take the frequency value of the discrete FFT spectrum cell involving most spectrum peaks as an approximation of the target range frequency. The location should be closest to the average range frequency at different Doppler-dimension times.
Alternatively, the Doppler frequency value of the discrete FFT spectrum cell with most spectrum peaks is also approximated as the target Doppler frequency. From (11) , the approximate Doppler frequency can be calculated as
Compared to traditional schemes in FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems, the SFC scheme uses the frequency approximation of the range/Doppler dimension frequency spread in (17) and (18), to substitute the corresponding function of the range/velocity value and range/Doppler frequency in (8) and (9) .
The SFC scheme reduces the effect of the 3rd exponential in (6) on the system range/velocity estimation performance by correcting the corresponding function of range/velocity value and frequency. Different from the IDFT-FC and SCR schemes, the SFC scheme needs no additional signal processing compared with the traditional scheme. However, the problem of motional frequency spread is coarsely solved by the SFC scheme, and performance gap compared with other two proposed schemes may be non-negligible, e.g., the problems of SNR loss and mutual interference increasing still remain. Table 1 shows the complexity of the three proposed calibration schemes for motional frequency spread, where the number of zero-padding points is L times the sampling points. It can be seen that compared with traditional signal processing procedure, the IDFT-FC scheme introduces the highest additional computation complexity, but only needs to have an additional storage of O (1) . Compared with IDFT-FC, the SCR scheme generally has lower computation complexity but an increased storage requirement. The additional storage demand is determined by the number of zero-padding points. The additional computation and storage introduced by the SFC scheme are negligible.
E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A simulation platform of the FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems is built as follows, where system parameters as shown in Table 2 are all referred to those in typical 77 GHz automotive radar chips. The SNR is defined for raw time-domain data. The simulations compare the three proposed schemes and the traditional scheme with no frequency spread calibration, and verify the effectiveness of the proposed designs. Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the IDFT-FC scheme has the highest peak energy of the two-dimension frequency domain. This means that the IDFT-FC scheme has the best performance in solving the problem of SNR loss in wide-band FMCW systems. Meanwhile, the peak energy in the SCR scheme with zero-padding processing is slightly lower than the IDFT-FC scheme. Both the IDFT-FC scheme and the SCR scheme are effective in solving the problem of SNR loss. In contrast, the SFC scheme has the same energy value as the traditional scheme since it only corrects the functional relationship between the range/velocity value and range/Doppler frequency in the parameter estimation module, and the problem of energy dispersion remains. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the range and velocity resolution of different schemes, respectively. The SNR of closely located targets are both −10dB. For the range resolution as shown in Fig. 6 , the two targets have the same DOA (antenna normal direction), the same velocity value (40m/s), but the different range values (10m and 10.1m). Fig. 7 shows the velocity resolution where the range values are all 10m and the velocity values are 40m/s and 40.5m/s, respectively. The remaining parameters are the same as those in Fig. 6 . Compared with the traditional scheme, the IDFT-FC scheme has better range/velocity resolution in high-velocity case. This verifies that the IDFT-FC scheme can improve the resolution in wide-band FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems. This improvement is also achievable for the proposed SCR scheme and the related demonstration is omitted here. And the SFC scheme has the same resolution as the traditional scheme since it only corrects the functional relationship between the parameter value and the frequency after the object detection module. Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the performance of parameter estimation in different schemes with different SNR, and the system parameters are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the zero-padding SCR scheme has similar average error in range and velocity estimation to the IDFT-FC scheme. In addition, the SFC scheme has higher estimation error, but the performance degradation is not large in the considered settings. On the other hand, the traditional scheme without motional frequency spread calibration has an order of magnitude higher average error compared to the proposed three schemes in terms of range and velocity estimation. The average error of range and velocity estimation in three proposed schemes is in the centimeter level while that of traditional scheme is in the decimeter level. The proposed three motional frequency spread calibration schemes reduce the average error of the range and velocity estimation by more than 95% compared with the traditional scheme. Fig. 10 shows the average error of angle estimation with different schemes and SNR. The adopted spatial spectrum estimation algorithm is ROOT-MUSIC algorithm [19] . As shown in Fig. 10 , the IDFT-FC scheme can achieve the optimal angle estimation performance in the whole SNR range, and the average error is slightly less than the zero-padding SCR scheme. The traditional scheme without frequency spread calibration has significantly higher average error of angle estimation in the whole SNR range. This is because that both the proposed two schemes can reduce the motional frequency spread and the SNR loss in the two-dimension frequency domain. Besides, the SFC scheme only corrects the functional relationship between the range/velocity value and range/velocity frequency in the parameter estimation module and the motional frequency spread problem has not been fundamentally improved. Therefore, the SFC scheme has the same average error of angle estimation as the traditional scheme which is omitted in the figure.
For the more practical case of varying velocity during the detection time, Fig. 9 also shows the worst case velocity estimation performance with dotted lines, where the target acceleration is set to be 6m/s 2 . It can be seen that the proposed schemes still effectively improve the velocity estimation performance compared with the conventional scheme. On the other hand, the average error of range and DOA estimation in varying velocity case are nearly the same as that in the constant velocity (omitted in the simulation), since the target range shift in the worst case during the coherent processing interval is 0.3 mm and this brings negligible SNR loss. The above performance validation can be extended to other practical propagation channels, e.g., the multiple-target case and scenarios with clutters. Although some performance degradation is inevitable due to interference from other targets and/or clutters, the main conclusion that the proposed schemes outperform traditional schemes remains. Simulation details are omitted here. Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 show the performance of parameter estimation with different schemes and velocities. Considering the worst-case SNR for short range, the SNR of the echo signal is set to be −34dB. It can be clearly seen from the above three figures that the traditional scheme has the same estimation performance as these three proposed schemes when the relative velocity of target and radar is zero. In this stationary case, the 3rd exponential in (6) has no effect on the signal frequency or phase. As the velocity increases, the average error of the parameter estimation with the traditional scheme increases obviously which is nearly four times higher than that of low-velocity, especially when the velocity reaches 40m/s. The average error of the velocity estimation reaches the level of meter-per-second in high-velocity interval which can result in a serious performance degradation. In contrast, the IDFT-FC scheme has the optimal parameter estimation performance in the whole velocity interval, and the performance is independent of velocity. This verifies that the IDFT-FC scheme can effectively solve the motional frequency spread problem in wide-band FMCW systems. Meanwhile, compared with the IDFT-FC scheme, the zeropadding SCR scheme has almost the same performance of parameter estimation in low-velocity interval and a slightly higher average error in high-velocity interval.
As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , the SFC scheme is superior to the traditional scheme in estimating the value of range and velocity in the whole velocity range, and the performance gap becomes larger as the velocity increases. It shows that the SFC scheme can partially solve the problem of range/velocity estimation deviation caused by the frequency spread. Meanwhile, in the low-velocity interval (v ≤ 25m/s), the average range/velocity estimation error of the SFC scheme is similar to those of IDFT-FC and SCR schemes. However, in the high-velocity interval (v > 25m/s), as the velocity increases, the performance of the SFC scheme degrades faster. This is because that the SFC scheme only considers the frequency value corresponding to the most concentrated position of spectrum peaks in the entire range of frequency spread. And, in this way, the SFC scheme can achieve certain improvement in the low-velocity case, but the average error inevitably increases with frequency spread increasing.
Above simulation results show that 1) The traditional scheme without frequency spread calibration has the worst performance in the wide-band FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems and the system performance degrades in both range/velocity/angle estimation and range/velocity resolution, especially in high velocity case. 2) The IDFT-FC scheme has the optimal system performance, and the performance is independent of velocity. 3) The system performance of zero-padding SCR scheme is slightly lower than that of IDFT-FC scheme. The SCR scheme with 3 times zero-padding points has only about 6% computational complexity of the IDFT-FC scheme, but the requirement of storage is increased by 3 times. It is possible to improve the performance of the SCR scheme via increasing the zero-padding points in the FFT processing of the Doppler dimension within the storage limit. 4) The SFC scheme has the worst system performance among the three proposed schemes, but the improvement of the range/velocity estimation performance is obvious with negligible computation and storage increment, compared to the traditional scheme.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the motional frequency spread problem introduced by the relative motion of target and radar was studied for wide-band FMCW automotive mmwave radar systems. First, the approximate analytical expressions were derived for Doppler frequency shift and motion phase interference terms resulted from frequency spread. And the effect of frequency spread on system performance was analyzed, with respect to the estimation of range/velocity/angle and the resolution of range/velocity. Motivated by the above analysis, we proposed three motional frequency spread calibration schemes with different complexity and performance. Among them, the IDFT-DC scheme has the best system performance. The SCR scheme provides a flexible tradeoff between calibration performance and computational cost. The SFC scheme has negligible additional computation and storage compared to traditional schemes with no frequency spread calibration, but can only improve the performance of range/velocity estimation. For future work, motional frequency calibration design can be studied for the more complex non-point target. Engineer with Xi'an EERI. From November 2016 to November 2017, he was a Visiting Student with the University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada. He is currently an Assistant Professor with Southeast University (SEU), and supported by the Zhishan Young Scholar Program of SEU. He won the excellent Doctoral Dissertation of the China Education Society of Electronics, in December 2019. His research interests include space-time signal processing and machine learning for MIMO wireless communications and radar systems.
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